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Perseus app release 1.4.1 what’s new
New interface.
New demo sensor management.
New verification rod.
Routine in the OR is important. Our biggest effort was to make changes intuitive and non-invasive. But we also
listened to your comments and requests and made two main interface changes. We really hope you will enjoy
them. Besides this, we improved sensor connection time. We know that every second is important in OR.
We updated the user manual with more clear information and, as usual, we fixed small bugs and compatibility
with new IOS releases. Again, did some nerdy stuff about BLE and retro-compatibility up to IOS 9.3, because we
wanted you to keep your iPad mini. We advise you to install 1.4.1.
Now, check out the main interface changes! Take the time to read them carefully.

What’s current cut alignment?
Perseus interface is meant to be effective, just two
numbers:
your goal
how to correct to reach your goal
No thinking, no theories, no misleading info.

But some of you asked to know current orientation
of cutting block. If it is a bit in varus or a bit in
valgus. This is mostly useful when you are around
1° to finetune patient specific implant position.
So now we draw a cutting plane (in green), jig is
oriented accordingly. In this way you can have
visual feedback about actual cut orientation.
Still interface is essential:
your goal
how to correct to reach your goal
Indication of which cursor to move and where (to
the box\to the bone) is more clear now.
But…
If you want exactly know orientation of cutting
plane go on settings and activate it:
your goal
how to correct to reach your goal
your current orientation
Our advice is to take the time to get used to new position of cursor numbers, before activating the actual
orientation option.
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Use demo sensors for training
We understand how important is training before
going in the OR. Surgeon neds to understand how
it works.
Therefore, enabled the new demo mode.
You can ask for demo sensors. They are not sterile
and not for clinical use. But are useful for labs and
training to sales reps.

Remember! Demo sensors have not been approved for clinical use on patient.

New surgical tool: verification rod
A brand-new tool is available for you!
A very nice and expensive extendable rod designed
to stay in your tray and to be used to have a quick
check of jig alignment before resection.

It’s not mandatory to have it. Perseus is reliable
enough.
But it’s an important tool to have to on first cases
to get the right confidence. Or to use on difficult
cases, to solve doubts. It can be used for both
femoral and tibial resection.
Ask for a quotation.
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Previous versions

Perseus app release 1.3.5 what’s new
Battery is back
Battery is back!
You can check again status of sensors. We worked
a lot to optimize sensor battery, we hope you’ll
enjoy it.
Please remember that new sensors don’t turn on
immediately. You have to press the button for 1-2
seconds before light turns on.

New rock ’n roll for tibia manoeuvre.
Well,
actually, is not rock. It’s more a swing.
If you notice, the video of tibial manoeuvre has
changed. Now ankle is laying on surgical table,
while the knee is swinging.
In this way it is easier and more reliable.
Don’t make rough movements, keep it smooth and
easy.

If you want to have further information, ask for a
demo video to customer.service@orthokey.eu

Perseus app release 1.3.2 what’s new
Now you can print surgical report!
With this app release it is possible to have a PDF of the final cutting guide positioning. This PDF can be sent by
email or printed if a printer is associated to the iPad.
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This feature is also available in the demo version and simulation version. Try it!

How does it works
At the end of surgery.
If you press the close button, on the lower right
corner, app will disconnect and shut-down the
sensors.
A prompt will appear asking if you want to print a
PDF or not.
If you press NO all data are cancelled and app is
closed.
If you press YES you can insert patient and surgeon
data, select the acquisition you want to show and
generate a PDF
Once the PDF is generated
You can print it or sent it via email.
After that step all data will be cancelled from the
iPad.
No clinical data is stored in the app.
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Perseus app release 1.3.0 what’s new
In this APP release, interface and procedure remains the same.
This version improves data management, accuracy and is compatible with new Perseus sensors (available from
lot 18-02)

DEMO DEVICES
App with demo sensor will work as usual except
that you will not able to see the Varus-Valgus
value.

IMPROVED SENSOR MANAGEMENT
Now is possible to enter app in background,
without losing connection with the sensors.
If app is in background sensors remain in sleep
mode to save battery.
When APP enters foreground, sensors reactivate
automatically.

If a sensor is disconnected, a message appears to
connect sensor again.
It is possible to either connect the same sensor, or
to connect a new sensor. This will be associated
automatically to the app.

NOTE: sleep mode changes light of the sensors. In
sleep the light is off, with a green blink every 2
seconds
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Sensor disconnection understand also which is the
sensor disconnected. Association with tibia or
femur is automatic.

Close button turns the sensors off

You can identify which is the first sensor (for
cutting guide) and second sensor (for ankle).
In the bottom left corner the two connected
sensors are shown. Le lower one is the first
connected, the upper one is the second.
If you tap on the white sensor icon the sensor will
show a white light.

SENSOR COMPATIBILITY
This release works with new Perseus sensors and
is compatible with old sensors.

NOTE: new sensors, from LOT 18-02, are not
compatible with previous APP releases. Please
remember to update your app ASAP

NEW SENSORS
New sensors have the same appearance and
functionality, but booting sequence has been
modified. To turn on new sensors, press the
button, wait 1-3 seconds until yellow light appears,
keep pressed until light is GREEN BLINKING.

NOTE: If you release the button when light is YELLOW
sensor will not activate.
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Battery has changed.
Now battery does not loose power during stock.
Battery has been designed to last enough to
perform surgery. So battery level is not more
shown in the app.

NOTE: Sensor will automatically disconnect after 90
minutes from first connection.
NOTE: In the unlikely event that battery discharge
before 90 minutes, the sensor will disconnect. You
have to replace that sensor

DATA LOGGING AND EMAIL
Perseus APP automatically register a log file of
surgery. Email is not more necessary.
If internet connection is not available, log file will
be sent at first connection.

NOTE: Please remember to periodically connect the
iPad to internet.
NOTE: Data logging is anonymous. No personal data,
neither clinical data, will be stored in our server.

